
IICE the idea of evolution, with which it has 
some afinity, the idea of progress seems 

to be typically modern. Anticipations of it may 
be found in ancient and medieval thought, 
sometimes in the form sf implicit denials of 
the idea. But in explicit formulation, in empha- 
sis and importance, progress, like evolution, is 
almost a new idea in modern gimes. Ht is not 
merely more prominent in modern discussion; 
It affects the significance of many other ideas, 
and so gives a characteristic color or tendency 
to modern thought. 

The idea of ex~o%ution affects our concep- 
tions of nature and man. But the theory sf 
evolution is itself affected by the idea of 
progress. Since it was a major theme at least 
two centuries before Darwin, progress does 
not depend for its significance upon the theory 
of bidogical evolution. The reverse, relation- 
ship seems to obtain. The idea of evolution 
gets some of its moral, social, even cosmic sig- 
nificance from its implication that the gneml 
motion in the wodd of living things, perhaps 
in the universe, is a progress from lower to 
higher brms. 

Damvin thinks "Vsm Baer has defined ad- 
vancement or progress in the organis scale 
better than allgone else, as resting on the 
amount 0% diBereneiaeiofi and specialization of 
she several pans of a being9'-so whish Dar- 
win adds eke qualification ehat <he organisms 
must be judged ?,when they have arrived at 
maturity. "As organisms have become slowly 
adapted 6 0  diversiiied limes of life, their pans 
will have become more and more difiererm- 
tiared and specialized for ~~arious functions 
from the advastage gsiaed by fke division of 
physiological Iabour. The sane part appears 
oken so have been modified 5rse for one pur- 

pose, and then long afterwards for some other 
and quite distinct purpose; and thus all the 
pans are rendered more and more qomplex . . . 
an accordance with this view," Damin writes, 
6 L '  ~t seems, if we turn to geological evidence, 
that organization on the whole has advanced 
throughout the world by slow and interrupted 
steps. In the kingdom of the Verrebrata it has 
culminated in man." 

Whether strictly biological evolution has a 
single or unifo-m direction may be disputed 
in eke light of evidences of regression and 
the multiplication of lower as well as higher 
forms. But Damin seems to think that since 
"'natura1 selection wor!<s solely by and for the 
good of each being, all corporeal and men- 
ral endowments will tend to progress toward 
perfection." Whazever the evidence may be, 
the popular notion 04 evolution, especially 
when applied by writers like Herberr Spencer 
to human society or sivili~;ition, connotes 
progress-the gradual. yet steady march to- 
ward perfection. 

According to Waddingon, "there has been 
real evollutionary pr~gess .~ '  Me thinks that 
"the changes brough'~ about by evolution will 
always be . . . an improvement," and it 3s such 
improvements ehat "we, quite jusrifiably, re- 
fer to as evolutionary progress." Other 20th- 
century scienksrs, notably Stephen Jay Gould, 
emphatically disagree. For them, the fzct of 
evolution is wholly unrelated to any form of 
human progress. 

APART FROM THIS APPLICATION of the idea of 
evolution to man's wodd, progress seems YO 

be the central thesis in the modern phiiosoghy 
of history. In the minds of some, the pkiloso- 
pky of Aiszory is so.in?timately connected with 
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a theory of progress that the philosophy of sion of cosmic cycles Eucretius sees the whole 
history is itself regarded as a modern develop- -amrid cmrnbling into atomic dust to be reborn 
ment. 'There seems ro be some Justification for sgain. !!ierodotus does not relieve the gloom 
$his view in modem ~or!:s on the tendency of his observation that, in the life of cities, 
of hiszory which have DO ancient counceqarts, prosperin] "never continues long in one szay." 
such as the writings of Giambattista Vico, The eternity of the world means for Aristotie 
Marie-Jean Condorcet, Kant, Pierre-Joseph that "'probably each art and each science has 
Paoudhon, Auguste Comte, 3. S. iMilil, Hegef, oken been developed as iar as possible and has 
and Marx. again perished." 

These writers do not all define or ex- 
plain progress in the same way. Nor do  they LEAVING TO THE chapter on HISTORY the dis- 
all srabscribe to an inviolable and irresistible cussion s f  progress so far as it concerns an 
law 0% progress which has the character of explicit philosophy of history, we shall here 
a divine ordinance, replacing or transforming deal with considerations of progress as they 
less optimistic views of providence. But for occur in economics, in political theory, in the 
she most part she moderns are optimists. They history sf philosophy and the whole intellec- 
either believe in man's perfectibility and in tual tradition of the a r e  and sciences. 
his approach to perfection through his own In this last connection, the great books 
eEorts freely turned toward the realization of play a dual role. They provide the major 
ideals; or they see in the forces of history- evidencz which, on different interpretations, 
whether the manifestations of a wor!d spirit or points toward opposite answers to the ques- 
the pressure of material (i-e., economis) con- tion whether or  not there has been progress 
disions-an inevitable development from less in the rradition of western thought. Whatever 
to  more advanced stages of civilization, as- their readers may think cn  this subject, the 
cording to a diailectisai pattern of conflict and great authors, having read the works oh  heir 
resolution, each resoilution necessarily rising to predecessors, offer their own interpretations 
a higher level. of the intelilessual tradition. In many cases, 

As opposed to the optimism of expecting especially among the modem writers, their 
a continual improvement in a11 things or an point of departure-even the conception they 
irreversible ascent to new heights, the ges- eneesain of the originality and worth of their 
simiaic view denies that progress is either the own contribution-sterns from their concern 
law or the hope of history. I t  believes rather with a deplombRe lack of progress, for which' 
that everjthing which goes up must come they offer new methods as remedies. 
down. As indicated in the chapter on Wrs- Before we enter upon the discussion of 
TORY, the theory of cycle after cycle of rise and economic, political, or  intellectual progress, it 
decline-or even the notion that the golden seems useful to distinguish between the fact 
age is past, that it is never to  be regained, and the idea of progress. When men examine 
and that things are steadily getting worse- the fact of progress, they look to the past and 
prevails more in the ancient than in the mod- And there evidence for or against she assertion 
ern worid. that a change for the better has taken place In 

The modern exceptions ,;o optimism in this or chat respecr. Two things are involved: 
the philosophy of history are notably Oswald a study of the changes whish have occnrred 
Spengler and, to a mush less extent, Arnold and the judgment-based on some standard 
Toymbee. But modern pessimism never seems of appraisal-that the changes have been for 
so reach the intensity oi the Preacher's reitem the better. But whew men entertain the idea of 
tion in Ecclesiastes ekat "there is no new thing progress, theyturn from the past and present 
under eke sun" an$ that "ail is vanity and yex- and Book to  the future. They regard the past 
a t im of spirit." Nor does the modern theory merely as a basis for prophecy, and the present 
of cycles of civilization, even in Vico, seem to as an occasion for making plans to  ihalfiil sheir 
be as radical as that sf rhe ancients. In his vi- prop'necles or hopes. The fact of progress be- 
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Pongs to the record of achievemene; the idea of 
progress sets a goal to  be achieved. 

This distinction seerns to  be exemplified 
by the digerence between ancient and mod- 
ern co~siderations of progress. The ancients 
observe the fact of progress in some panic- 
ulars-a2msst never universally. Thucydides, 
for example, in the opening chapters of his 
The Mistory of the Peloponnesian 'dkiar, con- 
trasts the &Ger and wialth of the modern 
city-states of Greece with "the weakness of 
ancient times." "Without commerce, without 
freedom of communication either by land or 
sea, cultivating no more of their territory than 
the exigencies of life required, destitute of 
capital, never planting their land (for they 
could not tell when an invader might not come 
and take it all away, and when he did come 
they had no walls to stop him), thinking that 
the necessities s f  daily sustenance could be 
supplied at one place as well as another, they 
cared little for shifting their habitation, and 
consequently neither built large cities nor at- 
tained to any other f o m  of greatness." 

But Thucydides does not seen to draw 
from these observations any general idea of 
progress. He does not concretely imagine a 
future eexce",ing rhe Periclean age in the mag- 
nitude of its wan and ahe magnificence of its 
wealth, as that period dwarfs antiquity. We 
does not infer that whatever factors worked 
to cause the advance from past to present 
may continue to operate with similar results. 
lt might almost be said that he does got think 
about :he future; cerrairrly he does not think 
oE it as rich in promise. "'KnowPedge of the 
past," Ae writes, is "an aid to  the ineerpremtion 
of the future9 which in the course of human 
thing muse resemble if it does not reflect it." 

Adam Smith's thinking about economic 
progress represents the contrasting modem 
emphasis upon the future. In one sense, both 
Thucydides and Smith measure economic 
progress in ehe same way, rhough one writes 
of rhe wealth or' cities, the other of the wealth 
of nations. Both Smith and Thucydides judge 
economic inraprove~ent in ferms of increas- 
ing opulence, the growrh of capital reserves, 
the expamion of commerce, and the enlarged 
power in war or peace which greater weaith 

bestows. But Smith, in the spirit of Francis - 

Bacon, seeks to afialyze the causes of prosper- 
ity in order to make them work for further 
progress. He is the promoter of progress, not 
merely the historian who witnesses the bene- 
ficial effect on productivity of an increasingly 
refined division of labor and of the multiplica- 
tion of machinery. 

To  know how these things have operated to 
bring about the opulence of modern nations 
as compared with the miserable poverty of 
primitive tribes or even the limited property 
of ancient cities is to know how to  formu- 
late policies which shall still further expand 
the wealth of nations. For Smith the study of 
the means and methods by which economic 
progress has been made serves t o  determine 
the policy which Is most likely zo ensure even 
greater increments of progress in the future. 

MARX APPEARS TO measure economic progress 
by a different standard. The transition from 
the slave economies of antiquity through 
feudal serfdom to what he calls the "wage- 
slavery9' of the industrial proletariat may be ac- 
companied by greater productiviry and vaster 
accumu%ations of capita! stock. But the es- 
sential point for him about these successive 
systems 04 production is their effect upon the 
status and conditions of labor. The Cmmu-  
szist Manifesto nores respects in which, un- 
der the capim%ist sysxm, the supposedly free 
workingman is worse off than were his senrile 
ancestors. But if economic progress is con- 
ceived as the histoPacaily determined approach 
to the final liberation of labor from its oppres- 
sors, then capitalism represents both an ad- 
vance over feudalism and a stage in the march 
kQ communism. 

Each successive economic revolution brings 
mankind nearer to the god of the ideal or 
dassless economy. Capitalism creates the pro- 
letariat-the revoiutionary class which is to 
be that system's own undoing. The overthrow 
of the landed aristocracy by the bourgeoisie 
&us prepares the way f ~ r  eAe dictatorship of 
the proletanat, as h a t  in turn liquidates the 
obstasles to the realization of the perfect com- r 

munis: democracy. 
We are not here concerned wirh the details 
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sf  this history and prophecy but only with the 
theory of progress which it involves. In the hrst 
place, it seems to set an ultimategoal to  progress, 
while at the same time it makes progress a nec- 
essary feature of what is for Mam, as it is for 
HegeI, the "dialectic of h i s t s ~ . ' ~  Those who 
think that the inevitability of progress ought 
to  render progress as interminable as history 
itself, And some inconsistency in this tenet of 
dialectical materialism, as well as in Hegel9s no- 
tion of the necessary dialectical stages by which 
the Absolute Idea reaches perfect realization in 
the Geman state. Can progress be the inner 
law of history and yet reach its goal before the 
end of time? 

There may be some answer to this question 
in a second aspect of the theory of progress 
which goes with a dialectic of history. The 
progress which the successive stages of history 
represent resides in the quality of human in- 
stitutions rather than in the nature of man. 4f 
more economic justice or greater political lib- 
erty is achieved, it is not because the later gen- 
erations of men are born with a nature more 
disposed to  goodness or virtue, but because 
better institutions have evolved from the con- 
flict of historical forces. Furthermore, accord- 
ing to  Marx, man's nature is only partly deter- 
mined at birth. Pan remains to be determined 
by the social and economic circumstances of 
his life-by the system of production under 
which he lives. Hens: though institutional 
progress may arrive at its historical goal with 
the establishment of the ideal economy, it may 
be possible for further progress to be made 
throughout the rest of time by ehe improve- 
went of meE themselves, when at last their aa- 
eures can develop under ideal circumstances. 

W E  HAVE NOTED TWO great issues in the char- 
acteristically modern discussion of progress. Is 
the goal of progress definitely attainable, or 
is ia goal an ideal progressively approximated 
but never realized? Is progress accomplished 
by the betterment of human institutions or by 
improvements in the nature of man? 

The second question has a critical bearing 
an arhe first, especially for rhose who conceive 
man as infinitely perfectible. It also relates ro 
the problem of the evoluriowise: wherher a 

higher form sf Iiie on earth will evolve from - 

man or whether the future belongs ro the 
progressive development' of human nature- 
biologically or culturally. Darwin is unwill- 
ing to  admit that ""man alone is capable of 
psogressive i~~provement," buc he does affirm 
that man "'is capable of incomparably greater 
and morerapid improvement than is any other 
animal." 

Rousseau, on the other hand, c!ainls that 
"the faculty of self-improvement" is one dis- 
tinction bemeen man and brute "'which will 
admit of no dispute." But he also thinks that 
this faculty is the cause of human decline as 
well as progress. ''A brute, at the end of a few 
months," he writes, "'is all he will ever be dur- 
ing his whole life, and his species, a: the end 
of a thousand years, exactly what it was the 
first year of that thousand . . . While the brute, 
which has acquired noeking and has therefore 
nothing ro Isse, still retains the force of in- 
stinct, man, who Isses, by age or accident, all 
that his perfectibility had enabled him to gain, 
fails by this means 3ower than the brutes them- 
sehes." According to Fsaaer, ""The advance of 
knowledge is an !.;..finite progression towards a 
goal that for ever recedes." 

Dne other issue concerning progress re- 
mains to be stated. It raises the question of 
freedom or necessity in historya 1s progress 
inevitable in the very nature of zhe case, or 
does it occur only when men plan wisely and ' 
choose well in :heir efforts to  better them- 
selves or the conditions of their lives? 

In his The Idea of a Universal Nisto'ory on 
a Cosmo-Politicdl Phn and his Ths Pi.s'nci- 
ph of ?rog/ess, #ant Ands the possibiiity of 
progress in man's potentialities for improve- 
ment. He regards the realization s f  this pos- 
sibility as a work of freedom rather than a 
manifestation or' hisrorical necessity. Polici- 
sal progress may have an ultimate goal-the 
world republic or federation of stares. But 
this, accoi-ding to Xant's condusion in The 
Science of Right9 is an irnpracticabie idea, 
and serves only the regulative purpose of 
66 promoting a continuous approximation to  

Pei-petuil! Pe~c>:.~' bkgel's f ' e o q  of ehe pro- 
gressive reaiizarisn sf the iden of the swre in 
history seems to represenr the contrary posi- 
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tion on both points. Progress is a historical 
necessity, and it reaches a historic consumma- 
tion. For Tosqueville, the progress of demo- 
cratic societies toward a universal equality of 
conditions is destined by Divine Prsvidencc. 

THE CONTRAST BETWEEN ancients and moderns 
with respect to  political progress seems to be 
the same as that which we observed between 
Tnucydides and Smith with regard to wealth. 
The ancients assert the superiority of the pre- 
sent over the past, and even trace the stages by 
which advances have been made from primi- 
tive to civilized conditions. But they do not 
extend the motion they observe into the fu- 
ture. The moderns Book to  the future as to 
a fulfillment without which present political 
activity would be undirected. 

According to A~istotle, for example, the 
state is the last stage in the development of so- 
cial life which begins with the family. "When 
several families are united, and the association 
aims at  some~hing more than the supply of 
daily needs, the fiwt sosiery ro be formed is 
the vilIage." The village or tribai community, 
in turn, becomes the unit out of whish a lager 
and more truly oli t isa% community is tormed. 
"'When several villages are united in a sin- 
gle complete community, large enough to be 
neady or quite self-suficing, the smte comes 
into existence." 

Aristsele sees chis deveiopmens not merely 
as a progress from smaller and weaker societies 
to Bagex- and more powerful ones, but also 
as an advance toward the realization of man's 
political nature. Absoiute or despotic govern- 
ment by she eldesz, natural to the family, still 
persists En the tribe. ""This is the reasoia vvhy 
she Hellenic states were originally governed by 
Lings; because the Welhenes were under royal 
rule before they came together, as the barbar- 
ians still are." Not until the dsmesoic or tribal 
form of government is replaced by political 
or constitharcional government-not untii kings 
and subjects are re;3laced by statesmen and 
citizens-is the state or polidcai commu~iry 
fully realized. 

But As-istotle does nbt conceive rhe $eve!- 
opmenr he describes as one continuing into 
the future. He does not imagine a larger po- 

lirical unity okan the city-state, as Kant is able _ 
to envisage a worEd state as the ultimate for- 
mation toward, which the progressive political 
unification of mzlnkind shculd tend. Though 
Ariststle resognizes that new institutions have 
been invented and old ones erlected,  his PO- 

litical theory, unlike 3hill's, does not seem to 
measure the goodness of the best existing insti- 
tutions by their devotion so further progress. 

Considering the criterion of a good form of 
government, Mill criticizes those who separate 
the maintenance of order, OP the preservation 
of existing institutions, f r ~ m  the cultivation of 
progress. "Progress includes Order," he writes, 
""but Order does nos: include Progress." Order 
"is not an additional end to be reconciled with 
Progress, but a part and means sf Progress 
itself. If a gain in one respect is purchased by a 
more than equivalent Boss in the same or  in any 
other, there is not Progress. Conduciveness to 
Progress, thus understood, includes she whole 
excelllence of 

Progress fails to define good government, 
Mill adds, unless we understand by the term 
not merely ""ae idea of moving onvvard," boat 
"quite as much the prevention of falling back. 
The very same social causes . . . are as muck 
required to prevent sosieey from retrograding, 
as to produce a further advance. Were there 
no improvement to be Roped for, life would 
not be the less an unceasing struggle against 
causes of deterioration; as it even now is. Pol- 
itics, as conceived by the ancients, consisted 
wholly in this. . . Though we no Isnger hold 
this opinion; though most men in the present 
age profess a contrap! creed, believing that the 
tendency of things, on the whole, Is toward 
improvement; we staghe not t o  forget that 
there is an incessant and evedowing current 
of human aEairs toward the worse." 

According to Mill, the ideally best polity 
is representative government on democratic 
principles. By a just distribution of political 
rights and by the fulBesr grant of liberties, it 
serves better than any other $om of govern- 
ment ""t promote the virtue and intelligence 
of the people themselves." This is the ultimate 
end of political progress. Inferior forms sf 
government, such as despoaic monarchy, may 
be justified for people as ye: unfit for self- 



government, Sue only if {hey a h  wrrk for 
66 progress, I .@. ,  if $hey carry Those communities 

through ;he intermediate stages which ;hey 
c r must zrzverse before fhey can become 3t YCT 

the besr form of government." 
-1 ane whole theory of good governD-rsenz is 

ehus for Mill z eheory oi.prsgress in which 
we must take ""im assoaanr, nos only the next 
srep, but all the steps which society has yet 
to  make; both those which call be foreseen 
and ehe far wider indefinite range %whish is 
a t  gresene out of sight." We must judge she 
merits of diverse forms of government by rhae 
ideas f o m  56v~hich, if the necessary conditions 
existed for giving effect to its beneficial ten- 
dencies, INOUZ$, more than all others, favour 
and promote not some one impro?rement, but 
all forms and degrees of it." 

IN THE FIELD OF THE AnTs and sciences o r  
culture generally, ehe modern emphasis upon 
progress seems to be zve9 wore pronounced 
than in she spheres sf economics and politics. 
Lack of pr~gress in a science is taken to indi- 
cate that it has not yet been established on ,the 
righe foundations or that the right merhod for 
discovering the truth has nor yen been lound. 
Lack of agreement in a particular field is the 
chief syrnptorfi of these defecrs. But whe~eas 
66 scientific work Is chained to rhe course s f  
progress," Weber chinks rhas "in the realm of 
aw ahere is no progress in the same 
Lhi-Strarass goes even further, saying that 6'A 
primitive people is not a bac!cvvard or retarded 
people; indeed it may possess, In one ~ealsm or  
another, a genius for invention or action that 
leaves the asfiievemenrs sf civilized peoples 
far behind." 

The facr that philosophy ""has been sultl- 
vated for many centuries by the best minds 
that 5ave ever lived, and ahae neveeheBess no 
single ahing is to be found in it .uvhich is not a 
subjest of $ispnte, and in consequence which 
is not du'ci~ars," leads Descarses to p r o ~ o s e  
his new me~fiod. He hopes this may ensure 
progress in philosophy, of rke same sost ~.vhEch 
the new meshod has, in his view, accomplished 
n z  hathernatics. The Novam O~ganajrn oi 8a- 
son seems ro be dedicated to :he same end 
of progressi~~&!y ailgrne2ring kno\w?edge in al! 

those Selds in which, according to  the inveo- 
gory made in she Advancmeizt of Learniq of 
the present state of the sciences, no o r  iit'~?e 
progress has been made since antiquity. Sim- 
ilarly, Lscke, I~lurne, and Mant insist that a 
study sf fhe human mind should precede all 
orher studies in order to save men irom fruit- 
less disputes concerning matters beyond their 
sagacit~es for icno~juledge; they hope thereby 
i;s exourage research in areas where progress 
can be made, 

The comparison of diEerent disciplines or 
subject matters with respect to  their progress 
leads to the condemnation of those which lag 
behind. The great scientific advances of the 
17th century tend to intensify the complaint 
about philosophy, especially metaphysics. The 
prsgess which has been made from the be- 
ginning in mathematics and more recentiy in 
physics means to Kawe that each of these disci- 
plines has found the "safe way9' or the ""secure 
a s h "  of a science, By comparison, meaaphy- 
sics has not yet eqJen made a beginning. A 
hundred years later, William James is d l 9  to  
say that, by comparison with she progress of: 
knowledge in she natural sciences, metaphysics 
belongs to  the future. 

The notion that any field of learning has 
attained its full maturity seems to Bacon to be 
iche presumption of those philosophers who, 
seeking ""a acquire the reputation of perfec- 
tion for their own art;' try to instill the "helief 
crhar grirhatever has not yet been invented and 
undersrolcsd caw never be so hereafter." When- 
ever such belief prevails, learning languishes. 
"By far the greatest obstacle to the advance- 
ment of the sciences, and the undertaking of 
any new attempt or departure, is ro  be found 
in men's despair and the idea of impossibiJisy." 

THOUGH THE ANCIENTS do not evidence this 
pi-csumptian of perfesrion in their arts and 
sciences, neither do they fret about lack of 
progress. Nor does  he disagreemem of minds 
seem to &em to  signify an unhealthy condi- 
sisn which requires new and special methods 
k 0  cure. 

"The investigation of the truth is in one 
way hard, in another easy," writes Aristoele. 
66 An indication of this is found in the face 
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that no one is able to  attain the truth ade- 
quately, while, on the other hand, we do not 
collectively fail, but everyone says something 
trl-le about the nature of things, and while 
incllviduaily we contribute tittle or  nothing to  
the zruth, by the union of all a considerable 
amount is amassed." Aristode gilts the intel- 
lectual tradition to  use by adopting the policy 
of calling "into council the views of those of 
our psedecessors who have declared any opin- 
ion" on whatever subject is being considered, 
"'in order that we may profit by whatever 
is sound in their sug.estions and avoid their 
errors." 

But, in the opinion of the moderns, the 
intellectual iradition can also be the greatest 
impediment to zhe advancement of learning if 
it is received uncritical?y and with undue rev- 
erence for the authority of the ancients. "The 
respect in which aneiquity is held today9)' Pas- 
cal says, ""hs reached such extremes in those 
matters in which it should have the least pre- 
ponderance, that one can no longer present 
innovations without danger." This is the com- 
mon complaint of Hobbes, Bacon, Descanes, 
and Hamey. "'The reverence for antiquity and 
the authority of men who Rave been esteemed 
great in philosophy have," according to  Bacon, 
"retarded men from advancing in science, and 
almost enchanted rhem." 

Wanley agrees with Bacon that philosophers 
or  scientists should not "swear such feaity to  
their mistress Antiquity, that they openly, and 
even En sight of all, deny and desert their friend 
Truth." Harvey has a muck higher opinion 
than Bacon of the achievements of antiquity. 
""The ancient philosophers," he writes, "whose 
industry even vnre admire, went a different way 
$0 work, and by their unwearied labor and 
variety of experiments, searching into the na- 
ture of things, have left us no doubtfu'ul light to  
guide us in oar studies. In this way it is that 
almost everything we yet possess of note or  
credit in philosophy, has been transmitted to 
us through the industry of ancient Greece." 

His admiration for the ancients does not, 
ho?nrever, lead Hawey ~9 rest on their achieve- 
ments. C'BXIhen we acquiesce in the discoveries 
of the ancients, and believe (which we are apt 
to do &rough indolence) that nothing farther 
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remains to be known," then, in his opinion, - 

"we suffer the edge of our ingenuity to  be 
taken of?, and the tamp which they delivered 
us t o  be extinguished. No  one of a surety," 
he continues, "wiil allow that all truth was 
engrossed by the ancients, unless he be utterly 
ignoiznt (to pass by other ans for the present) 
of the many remar!cab(le discoveries that have 
lately been made in anatomy." 

In his own anatomical researches, Harvey 
adopts an attitude toward the work of his pre- 
decessors, both ancient and recent, which re- 
markably resembles the attitude expressed by 
Aristotle toward his scientific forebears. "As 
we are about to  discuss the motion, action, 
and use of the ,hearr and arteries, It is imper- 
ative on us," Harvey declares, ""fit t o  state 
what has been thought of these things by oth- 
ers in their writings, and what has been held by 
the vulgar and by tradition, in order that what 
is true may be confimed, and what is false 
set right by dissection, multiplied experience, 
and accurate sbsemation." HE is precisely this 
attitude which Bacon expressly condemns. 

Bacon sees no genuine method of science, 
but merely a cultivaclon of opinion, in those 
who prepare themselves for discovery by first 
obtaining "a full account of all that has been 
said on the subject by oahers." Those who be- 
gin in this way, it is the judgment of Descastes, 
seldom go further. Particularly the followers 
of Aristotle, "wou8d think themselves happy," 
he says, "if they had as much knowledge of 
nature as !.ee had, eve3 if this were on the 
condition that they should never attain to  any 
more. They are Pike the ivy that never tries to 
mount above the trees which give it support, 
and which often even descends again after it 
has reached the sumrnik; for it appears PO me 
ohat such men also sink again-that is to say, 
somehow render themselves more ignorant 
than they would have been had they abstained 
from study altogether. For, not content with 
knovsring all that is intelligibly explained in 
their author, they wish in addition to  find in 
him the solution of many difficulties of which 
he says nothing, and in regard to which he 
possibly had no ehought at al!." 

Pascal rakes a more moderate view. We can 
profit, he thinks, from a limited respect for 
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the ancients. "just as zhky made rase of those away from it? Those whom we call ailcients - 
discoveries which have been handed down to were really novices in all rhings, and acsua!Iy 
them only as ai means h r  making oew ones belonged to the childhood of man; and as we 
and this happy audacity opened the road ~o have added to  their know!edge the experience 
great things, SO," Pascal suggests, "muse we of the centuries which foilowed then, it is 
accept those which they found for us and lol- in ourselves rhat may be found rhis anriquiry 
low their example by making them the means which we revere in others." 
and not the end of our study, and thus try As Frazer views it, "Inte!lectual progress, 
to  surpass them by imitating them. For what which reveals itself in the growth of arr and 
would be more wrong than to aeat the an- science and the spread sf more liberal views, 
cients with more caution than they did those cannot be dissociated from industrial c r  eco- 
who preceded them, and to have for shem nomic progress, and that in its turn re- 
this inviolable respect which they only deserve ceives an immense impulse from conquest and 
from us because :hey did not feel a similar empire." 
respect for those who had the same advantage Whether by accident or borrowing, this 
over them?" characteristically modern view of the advan- 

tage progress confers upon modernity is ex- 
MODERN WRITERS SEEM 6 0  conceive the law pressed in similar language by Hsbbes and 
of intellectual progress by an analog] between Bacon. "'Though H reverence those men of an- 
the mind of rhe race and che individual mind. cient times," writes Hsbbes, "who either have 
Where Aquinas says merely that "it seems written truth pespicuous%y or have set us in a 
natural to human reason to advance gradually better way to find it out for ourselves; yet to 
from the imperfect to she perfect," adding, in the antiquity itself I zhink nothing due; for if 
the past tense, that hence the imperfecr teach- we will reverence age, the present is the old- 
ing of mrliy philosophers "was afterwards per- est." "Antiquity, as we call it," writes Bacon, 
fecaed by those who succeeded them," Pascal "is the young state of the world; for those 
generalizes the insight and gives it future sig- rimes are ancient when the wodd is ancienq 
naificance. ""Not only does each man progress and not firnose we vulgarly account ancient 
from day to day in the sciences, but all men by computing bac!cwards; so that the present 
combined make constant progress as the uwi- time is the real antiquity." 
verse ages, because the same thing happens in To  sesure a sound, not specious, progress in 
the succeeding generations of men as in the all things of the mind, Bacon recommends the 
different ages of each particular man. So that avoidance of two extremes, the aEectations. 
the whole succession of men, in the course of antiquity and novelty, for "antiquity envies 
of so many centuries, should be regarded as new improvements, and novelty is not content 
the same man who exists always and learns to add without defacing." Since "antiquity de- 
continually." serves that men should stand awhile upon it, 

At this point Pascal applies his metaphor to  to  view around which is the best way," the 
effect a reversal s f  the relation between the great books af the past can lay rhe foundations 
moderns and the ancicrrts. "'Since old age is the for progress, but only id they are propedy read. 
time of life most distant from childhood, who "Let great authors, herefore, have their due," 
does aot realize that old age in this universal Bacon dedares, "but so as not eo siedraud 
man should not be sought in the times closest rime, which is the author of authors, and the 
r s  his birth, but in those which are farthest parent sf ~ruah." 


